PowerUp Module

The PowerUp module shall be 7” long x 3 1/2” wide x 2 1/2” high and fit securely into a 6 1/4” x 3” cutout but still allow removal without tools. The module shall be constructed of polycarbonate with a textured finish, meeting UL-VO minimum requirements. The module shall have two receptacles rated at 15 Amps/125 Volts and two locations for data connectors. Snap-in data plates hold data connectors and allow the standard module to accommodate most manufacturers. The data connectors are not supplied with the module and shall be purchased by the customer. The module shall have a dampened spring-loaded mechanism to allow the unit to open for use and shall be able to close when not in use. The power receptacles shall open above the plane of the worksurface to avoid accidental spills into the receptacle. The data jacks shall remain stationary to avoid excess wear and tear on the wire connections and promote good transmission of communication data. The module shall come standard with either a 22”, 108”, or 180” cord with a 3-prong plug.

PowerUp is UL Listed as a Relocatable Power Tap.